ELLIPTICAL TRAINER

XE795

The Spirit Fitness XE795 features a natural 20" stride length and narrow pedal spacing to ensure an
ideal stride motion, while the oversized/cushioned foot pedals and cushioned ergonomic hand grips
ensure comfort at the touch points.
The XE795 is self-powered, meaning no cords to worry about. You can place this product anywhere
in your facility. The large sealed roller bearings used with the pedal arms and handlebars, along with
the dual roller wheels and aluminum tracks, ensure a smooth and reliable workout. The frame has
been constructed as one solid welded piece from front to back for added stability and durability.

XE795

ELLIPTICAL TRAINER

• 7.5" bright blue backlit LCD screen with separate Muscle Activation Profile and HR % Profile LED displays
• Contact and wireless heart rate monitoring options make your workouts more effective (chest strap transmitter
not included)
• Generator drive system requires no external power source
• Adjustable cooling fan and dual speakers with audio jack for comfort and entertainment
• Dual track system with concave roller wheels for added stability and durability
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XE795

CONSOLE FEATURES

As with any product, a major importance is the user interface. We focused on making everything easily
accessible and comfortable: adjustable console angle, muscle and heart rate LED profiles, tablet friendly
reading rack, adjustable cooling fan, and integrated speakers with audio jack to keep you encouraged
to work out longer.

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Console

7.5" blue backlit LCD, heart rate % profile, muscle activation profile, tablet friendly reading rack, adjustable
console angle, adjustable fan, speakers w/3.5mm audio jack

Programs

manual, hill, fat burn, cardio, strength, interval, calories, fusion, user 1-2, HR 1-2

Heart Rate

contact and telemetric (heart rate transmitter strap not included)

Resistance

40 levels (generator powered)

Track System

dual rail

Stride Length

20"

Flywheel

30 lbs.

Handle Bars

molded grip

Dimensions

70” x 22” x 68”

Product Weight

229 lbs.

Max User Weight

400 lbs.

WARRANTY INFORMATION
Commercial (Non-Dues Paying Facilities): Lifetime frame, 5 years brake, 3 years parts, and 1 year labor

800-258-4555

SALES@SPIRITFITNESS.COM

WWW.SPIRITFITNESS.COM

